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Synopsis
This study is that has developed a practical theory of planning and design method about formation of residential
spaces of the residential unit of grouping blocks (residential unit of G.B.) that will be planned and built in built-
up area of large cities. We have traced practically appeared things of every kind occurring in the physical
condition in residential space and city life in residential unit of G.B. of built-up area and have made clear the kind
and quantity of appeared things, and the relations between the formation of residential spaces and the state of the
arrangement of appeared things has be analyzed. Based on these results, we describe fundamental way of thinking
on planning and design method that will become necessary when planning will be encouraged after this.
KEYWORD: Housing Design, Urban Area, Dwelling Block, Dwelling Space, Low-rise, Thing for Living,
Living Activity, Road, Yard, Openspace
Introduction
The expansion of urbanization of large cities in Japan that lasted for half a century and the change of residential
areas with this expansion were big. Now, as for the dwelling spaces in urban area, new progress of preparation,
developlnent and preservation are demanded.
This study is that we extract the several type of groups of residential blocks in the built-up area where
environment had be progressed early and that consider the relations between the physical conditions of the
residential space and the living activities of habitants in the place. For understanding about the living activities of
habitants, we have used "things" attendant on their activities (we use "appeared things" on this paper as following)
in the residential area as a index, and we have traced the real state of appearance of things put outdoors. Using this
findings, we analyze the relations between the conditions of the residential spaces and the appearance of things
attendant on habitants' activities in the place.
On whole this study, the survey objects are selected by the following analysis flame, and they are analyzed by
same way. And the relations between the condition of residential space in residential unit of G.B. and the city life
are inspected by comparing those results of analyzes.
As for analysis axis of residential spaces, we have established two axes. One is the residential unit of G.B. in
the built-up area that urbanization had gone ahead and the low-rise housing had become main. The other is a large
scale block in the mid- and high-rise housing estate which it was planned and designed as one whole of housing
estate. And several model examples, that are different frOlTI each other in formation of residential space, have be
selected as survey objects from each.
This paper is a case of the former in analysis flame. And this is a result of the case study. Its examples are the
residential units of G.B. that low-rise housing is main type in Amagasaki City area where modern industry was
risen early and many citizen who engaged in this directly or indirectly live in.
1. Outline of Survey
The residential units of G.B. in this surv~y locate in the southern area of Amagasaki City that shown in Fig.l
Location of Residential Units of G.B.. This area is sectioned by Amagasaki Harbor of the south and national
route 2 of the north. Total area is 1,341 hectare and residential area is 668 hectare when removes exclusive district
for industrial use. We have traced practically the reality of residential space in this area where urbanization had
gone ahead and have to showed that we could extract planning units in a built-up area and we have classified
residential spaces and made clear their characteristics. They were reported in References 1-6 already.
The survey by observing and recording the appeared things attendant on living activities of habitants in
residential space has be carried out in the residential units of G.B. representing residential space type of the
planning units that selected in our previous reports. We describe the physical characteristics of survey residential
units of G.B. and an outline of the survey to the following.
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Fig.2 Layout Plan of Residential Units ofG.B.
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1.1 Residential Space of Residential Units of G.B. for Survey
Number of example residential units of G.B. for survey are eleven units. The conditions of layout spaces such
as the gathering dwelling units, road network and open space in the each residential unit of G.B. for survey are
shown in Fig.2 Layout Plan of Residential Units of G.B., and their indexes value such as scale and density are
shown in Table 1 Physical Conditions, such as Site Area and Number of Dwelling Units, of Residential
Units of G.B..
Types of "residential Unit of G.B." presenting physical condition of dwelling spaces have be classified in the
following types through out Fig. 2 and Table 1. The type name of the residential space of the residential units of
G.B. are represented by the sign in [ ] every series of I, II, III. And the signs show fundamental types of
residential spaces. We use an abbreviated designation of <Oshima> and so on, when indicate survey residential
unit of G.B. in a description on this report paper. The notation of type signs are written on Note 1 at the paper end.
Table 1 Physical Conditions, such as Total Land Area and NUlnber of Dwelling Units, of Residential Units ofG.S.
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Scale
Total land area
Building area
Total floor area
Total dwelling floor area*I
Number of dwelling units*2
PODulation*2
Density
Net building coverage ratio*3 (%)
Net floor area ratio*3 ( %)
Rate of dwelling floor area*4 (%)
A\'erage dwelling floor area*5 (m/dwelling unit)
D\\'elling leyel*5 (m/J)erson)
80.1
122.7
93.6
88.8
30.1
74.1
120.9
84.0
53.5
20.4
51.1
81.4
94.2
73.5
27.2
61.1
122.7
61.7
59.9
24.5
64.7
107.8
85.1
81.7
30.3
67.2
107.0
93.1
62.2
23.0
55.7
92,4
85.3
51.7
20.7
80.1
149.5
83.7
64.1
25.9
76.2
136.3
80.1
48.5
18.9
72.9
134.1
75.5
66.8
26.6
80.4
148.8
65.6
58.3
22.9
Formation of land use*6
Space of building 58,4 56.5 41.9 46.9 51.0 49.7 46.1 64.5 61.7 56.6 58.5
Exclusiyely residential d,,,elling 52.1 42.8 39.2 24,4 38.5 44.0 37,4 50.8 51.8 37.7 27,4
Dwelling house combined \\ith other use 5.0 6.7 1.2 4.1 5.7 4.7 6.0 4.9 4.3 12.6 12.7
Flat "'ith other use - 1,4 - 2.9 2.1 0,4 - 2.6 2.1 1,4 4,4
Shop and office building 1.3 0.5 0.2 6,4 2.2 0,4 2.2 1.8 3.2 2.4 9.2
Factory and transport building - 4.1 - 6.0 - - - - - - -
Religion building - - - - 2.5 - - - - - -
Other use building - 0.7 1,4 3.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 3.9 0.3 1.7 4.9
Public building - 0.3 - - - - - 0.5 - 0.8 -
Open space and yacant lot 13.4 18.2 39.6 28.8 23.5 21.2 34,4 16.2 21.7 19.3 13.2
Pri,'ate open space of lot 13.0 14.9 32.0 16.2 13.9 14.1 22.5 11.3 14.8 13.3 11.7
Public open space - 0,4 - 0.1 - - - 0.2 - - 0.1
Other use space 0,4 2.1 4,4 2.6 4.3 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.7 -
Cooperatiye car parking - 0.8 3.2 10.0 5.3 5.7 10.7 3.1 5.8 4.3 1,4
Lane and path 1.1 1.6 3.8 1.0 4,4 3.1 2.3 1.2 1.5 4.9 1.0
Road space 27.1 23.7 14.7 23,4 21.2 26.0 17.3 18.1 15.1 19.3 27.2
Principal road 5.5 10.1 - - 6.5 8.7 5.2 5.3 3.3 4.1 6.8
Shopping street - - - - - - - - - - 6.0
Sen'ice road I 4.9 8.8 - 11.1 12.0 10.9 2.5 3.5 3.5 5.7 6.9
Sen'ice road IT 13.4 2.4 6.9 11.8 2.7 4.9 9.6 3.5 1.1 9.5 7.6
Sen'ice roadm 3,4 2,4 7.8 0.5 - 1.6 - 5.9 7.2 - -
*1 contain lodging houses and CODunOD area of flats
*2 not contain the dwelling units number and residents nUlnber of lodging houses
*3 building coyerage ratio and floor area ratio of building lot
building lot area =(totalland area)-(road area) (Lane and path area arc contained in building lot area]
*4 Rate of dwelling floor area =(total d,,"elling floor area)/(total floor area) x 100
*5 not contain lodging houses
*6 100%): Total land area
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Type Name Residential Unit of G.B.
I : Series of tnono housing type
[I-I: (EW) Xh(detached House> Nagaya*)J-------------------- <Oshima>
[ 1-2: (NS) Xh(Nagaya > detached House)] --------------------- <Higashidaimotsu>
II : Series of low-rise housing tnixed 3 types
[ 11-3: (IR) Xl(detached House> Nagaya, low-rise Apartment)] ---- <Oshonishi>
[II -4: (EW)Xm(3 types of low-rise & commerce, industry)] ----- <Daimotsu>
[II -5: (EW) X m(detached House & Nagaya)] ------------------ <Kitatakeya>
[ II -6: (NS&EW) Xm(detached House & Nagaya)] ---------- ---- <Sutokuin>
[II -7: (NS) X I(Nagaya > detached House, low-rise Apartlnent)] --- <Doi>
[II -8: (NS&EW)Xh(3 types of low-rise)] -------------------- <Sakuragi>
[II -9: (NS) X h(Nagaya > detached House)] -------------------- <Nishidaimotsu>
III : Series of low-rise housing group inserted Inid-rise flats
[111-10: (SQ)Xh(3 types of low-rise & Inid-rise)] --------------- <Nishihonmachi>
[III-II: (SQ) X h(4 types of low and mid-rise & comlnerce)] ------- <Kuisehontnachi>
*Nagaya: a kind of row house. Japanese traditional housing type of continuous wooden house.
Bpu:
public Bpu : public building
building
space
-{
oopr : open front yard
O,?r : COPl' : closed fl'ont yal'dpnvate
openspace aOpr : aperture space
of lot bOpr : back yard
B:
space of
building
BpI':
private
building
space
eBpr : exclusively residential dwelling
dBpl' : dwelling house combined with
other use
fBpr : flat with other use
sBpr : shop and office building
iBpr : industry and transport building
oBpr : other use building
rBpr : religion building
S:
residential
unit of G.B.
for survey
L:
block of
building
0:
open space
& vacant lot {
POPU : public facility's front yard
Opu : cOpu : children's small park
public aOpu : around community's cultural
open space propel"ty
bOpu : bicycle pal'king lot
Cp :. Cpa: cooperative cal' pal'king area
coopel'ative~ .
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other --- place for building materials etc.
use space
R:
road
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------------11 AI : lane
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Rdp : principall'oad
Rds : shopping stl'eet
Rd I : service road I
Rd II : selvice road II
Rd III : service road III
Fig.3 Elemental Spaces Formating Residential Unit of G.B.
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On classifying the type stated above, the land-use of lots on every residential unit of G.B. was confirmed by
observation survey in-site and the space elements were divided on each site plan, then the space formation in
residential units of G.B. were analyzed. Fig.3 Elemental Spaces Formating Residential Unit of G.B. is result
of collecting and adjusting all space elements that formate the spaces of 11 units of residential unit of G.B.. As for
the "Service road", its infonnation is supplemented on Note 2. And Fig.4 Block Dimension is that the
dimensions of south-north side and east-west side of blocks in every residential unit of G.B. have be measured and
figured.
The following is description about the characteristics of eleven models' residential spaces according to
definitions of each type.
[I-I] : <Oshima>: Space of this residential unit of G.B. is formated fundamentally only by the east-west long
distance axis blocks with only housing lots and gridiron road network of 4 meters or more width. Detached houses
and nagayas are built continually in the blocks whose standard dimension is 23 meters depth. Net building
coverage ratio of this residential unit of G.B. is 80 %, and there aren't large yards at each lot. Basically this is a
residential unit of G.B. that detached houses are gathered in each small lot.
[1-2] : <Higashidaimotsu>: Space of this residential unit of G.B. is formated fundamentally only by the
south-north long distance axis blocks with only housing lots and gridiron road network that contains the road and
lane of 4 meters or less width. Two-story nagayas and detached houses are built along the road on each block, and
some detached houses have a small front yard or a back yard. Net building coverage ratio of this residential unit of
G.B. is 74 % and it is high density. And there are a little vacant lots in blocks that isn't utilized. The average
dwelling floor area is small, and the dwelling level is low class.
[11-3] : <Oshonishi>: Space of this residential unit of G.B. has an irregular road network having narrow and
unsettled width road. And the residential unit of G.B. is consisted by many large, middle and small scale lots of
detached house and some lots of nagaya and low-rise apartment inserted between them. Walls are rotated in large-
scale lots. The reason why this residential unit of G.B. has become such form is because it succeeds to large
subdivision and road network of an old village that locates near Mukogawa station of a suburban train. Building
coverage ratio and floor area ratio of this residential unit of G.B. show the lowest value, and the average dwelling
floor area is large and the dwelling level is high class. There are some cooperative car parking area, but there are
little open vacant lots.
[11-4] : <Daimotsu>: This residential unit of G.B. is formated by two units of the east-west long distance axis
block and some asymmetry form blocks surrounded them. This is so that an axis direction of city main road
going through the outskirts slips off an axis direction of the residential unit of G.B.. In each block, detached
houses, nagayas and low-rise apartments are mixed, and small number of new mid-rise flats begin to be inserted.
In addition, commerce and industry buildings of considerable numbers are coexisted. Front yards, back yards and
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work overcoats are looked at to building circumference. Net floor area ratio is a value high suitably, but, cOlnpared
with other residential units of G.B., net building coverage ratio can be regard as a low value.
[11-5] : <Kitatakeya>: The space of this residential unit of G.B. is forlnated by the east-west long distance
axis blocks whose block dimensions are about 108 Ineters long side and about 49 meters depth and gridiron road
network of about 6 meters width. As for the space of blocks, several lanes are let going through in each block and
detached houses and nagayas are built in the state that they are put together. Net building coverage ratio of 65 0/0
and net floor area ratio of 108 % show a value of the Inature low-rise housing group. As for the state of housing
lots, sOlne hold front and back yard, the others hold only narrow yard and they aren't fixed.
[11-6] : <Sutokuin>: When remove one west-east road and one south-north road whose width are 5 meters,
the space of this residential unit of G.B. is formated by gridiron road network of width about 3 Ineters and sOlne
short depth blocks (short side is about 25 meters and long side is froln 50 Ineters to Inore than 100 Ineters) that
have nagayas and small detached houses along the road. The ratio of total dwelling floor area for total building
floor area is 93 %, and average dwelling floor area is 62 nf per dwelling unit. Dwelling level value 23 nf per
person can't be regarded as a high value when cOlnpared with others. The nUlnerical value of net building
coverage ratio and net floor area ratio in this residential unit of G.B. can be considered to be a lilnit density index
value in small scale block of rear lot line type which many slnall two story-houses gather.
[11-7] : <Doi>: South-north long distance axis block accessing to principal road froln east to west is located in
Table 2 Classification of Appeared Things
A : facilities attached to urban activities
street lantin shrub. tall tTee~ plantation
ii utilit line telephone and electric light pole
Jll~ments for traffic _
CD equipments for traffic on road traffic light. traffic sign. road lamp. Inirror. sign(only pedestrians)® small e~~~~ cho~~~~~;-~~p~e~~~~P~~k~----~------------------
iv communication facilities post. public telephone box. public telephone on stand
v ) communit 's facilities
- f1\ ., I I 'izoh(guardian deity of children).inari(got of the han"est)Jlokora(small shrine)~snlall torii(gate,,,ay to
J.; communIty s cu tura property hr' ). Id II Ii II
____________----1l-s_11_le..:.-:._o_"_'e----.:...-~P=--U_"--=lp_o_r,,~__ _ _
® communit 's small facilities bulletin board~ horizontal bar
around the residential buildings around the other use buildings
B : things attendant on urban activities
Bl h· d d f: t In~s atten ant on out oor ac IVltles
i ) car car truck~ car~ shovel car
bicycle. motorcycle. motorized nvo-,vheeled vehicle. "lotorcycle~ "lotorized nyo-wheeled vehicle. bicycle.
ii ) moving or carrying vehicles \vheelchair. baby carriage. cart~ concrete cart. forklift. hand forklift. cart. concrete cart
handcart. Dushcart. four-wheeled vehicle
Ji!) thiJ!gs attendant on recreation activities
CD plant planted on land shrub~ tTee~ plantation~ pergola~ flower bed. kitchen shrub. plantation. \\'eedsgarden. dead tree
® potted plant plant on the pot. plant on the planter plant on the pot~ plant on the planter
flower pot. planter. pot shelf~ terraced shelf(made of flo,,,erpot. plantec diverted shelf(machine tooL
@ planting tools steeL plastic or ,Yood)~ diyerted shelf(steel stand~ ,vooden box~ styrofoam case~ plastic case~ beer case.
stone plate~ sink~ hanging fronl pole and styrene case) 1.8 liter can~ steel box~ showcase for ice cream~
takoyaki stand)
@ gardening tools bench~ chair~ ,,"ooden stooL stump~ wooden ornament. bench~!11ent 0(f!!>g.1 stone __
---~.._------------
surfboard~ board~ doghouse~breeding house~ fish
@ hobby tools tank~ birdcage. net for practice of golf~ mat for
---
practice of golf
pool for children. tricycle. four-wheeled "ehicle for
@plaything children. handcart for children. chair for children~skateboard~ trampoline. toy. bat, miniature car, insect
cae-e. balL shoyel
shed(made of steel~ corrugated tinplatc or wood)~ shed(madc of steel or wood), storage of LP gas
shed for bicycle~ outside machine of air conditioncc cylindec ,yater supply tank~ outside machine of air
water supply tank~ water heater~ refuse incinerator~ conditioner~ water heatec rack for drying clothes~
iv ) equipments attached to buildin propane gas cylinder. rack for drying clothes(hangillg faucet "ending machine~ sho,ycase for ice Crea"l~
from wall and pole)~ prop of balcony. prop of roo[ stainless steel tank for tofu shop~ g31ne machine. toy
ycnding machine. faucet stone yending machine~ built-in shelf. wooden scaffolding
board 011 construction sitc~ stone
* continue to next page
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around the residential buildings around the other use buildings
B2 : things appeared indoors and outdoors
. ) I r· II arge IVlng too
mailbox~ nlilk box~ rattan blind~ reed screell~ bamboo sign board~ neon sign~ sign(No Parking)~ flag~ shop
CD attached things pole~ clothes polc~ mat curtain:- bamboo blind:- reed screen~ parasoL vinyl
sheet(eaves). sign(Under Construction):- temporary
wall around the construction site. rope
\vashing machinc:- temporary lavatory~ fire seal(sho\v case):, refrigerator of drink~
® tools and equipments extinguisher~ unlbrella-stalld:- electric appliance:- machine(barbershop)~ footstool:, oil stove:- takoyaki
trestle:- ladder:- footstool~ box ofmachine:- antenna stand:- refrigerator(sho\v case)~ trestle:- compressor:,
machine tooL Inachine.. palette:- tripod
steel furniture:- steel stand~ steel shelf~ fancy shelf:- shelf:, sho,v book shelf~ show case:, desk~ sink:- steel
@ furniture wooden shelf:- office desk~ black boar~ steellocker:- desk
sink.. lavaton· sink
hose:, hose reel~ clothesline. rack for drying clothes~ bucket broom~ hose~ shovel:- bamboo broom:- broom
bucket:- \vashtub:- sprinkling can~ umbrella:- pail~ broom:- for construction site:- steel \vashtub:, dipper
ii ) small living tool dustpan~ brush. dust picker:- dustcloth:- scrubbing brush:-
mop:- scoop:- shopping basket:, shoes:, sandals:- scissors:,
~olander:- mat:- to\vel:- futon(bedding):- cushion:- plastic
net:- vinyl sheet for car:- car "'ashing tool
building materials:- daily necessities:- books:-
iii ) merchandise vegetables:, medicines:- miscellaneous goods:- displayed
beer:- sakc. rice~ clothes:- toys:- tissues in cardboard box:-
canned iuice in cardboard box
iv ) assisting tools for urban activities
CD container
cardboard box.. paper box:- styrene case:- plastic case.
steel box:- ,,"ooden box~ \vooden delivery case:- case for
bread.. case for bottles~ case for beer bottle:- plastic
barrel:- ,vooden barrel:- oil drum:- 1.81iter can:- plastic
container for heating oiL pot:- rattan basket:- plastic
basket
case of beer bottles:, plastic case.. case for bread:, case
for milk cartons:- case for bottles. styrofoam case:-
cardboard box~ plastic barrel:- wooden barrel:, \yooden
box:- plastic container:- plastic box for office:, plastic
can~ plastic basket~ 1.81iter can
® parts or components
wood plate~ timber~ pl~",\"ood~ rolled corrugated
tinplate:- corrugated tinplate:- pol~"vinyl chloride pipe:
plastic pipe:- building materials: tire~ sack of fertilizer:,
pylon~ vinyl sheet~ concrete block~ sandbag:- sack of
cement~ roof tilc~ concrete pipe:- sign(Under
Construction)
concrete pipe:- pol~ 'vinyl chloride pipe. wood plate:
pl~",vood~ concrete block: timber: holdall:- vinyl sheet:-
sack contained rush: bamboo pole(in construction site):
building material: pl~",vood for form:- stone:- steel pipe:,
compound sack: scaffolding board: U-shaped gutter~ L-
shaped gutter:- prop ofguardrail
B3 : waste article attendant on urban activities
CD waste articles
garbage sack: stale ne\vs papers:- refuse:- broken garbage sack: refuse: broken cardboard box:- '''ood
cardboard box: empty bottlc: empty can:- broken pot:- plate:- dumped vinyl sheet: timber:, iron filings:- empty
cloth: dumped bottle case:, broken bumper:- '''ire: clod can:, shaving ice machine: refrigerator for ice creme~
of concrete. broken \vashing machine:- tire~ broken parts of electric fan: vending machine:- electric
refrigerator:- dumped ,-inyl sheet:- carpet: broken sink: appliance:, steel furniture:- to'''el:- dumped materials~
gas ring:- inside machine of air conditioner~ rubbish: net empty cans in cardboard box:- screen door~ iron pot:,
,vith steel flame: electric appliance:- rattan blind:- sprayer made of plastic
broken bucket: shelf of cup board: ,,,ood plate:- door of
cup board: blanket made of to,veling~broken electric
light pole:- paper bag
garbage bucket:- garbage can:- I.8liter garbage bucket:- box for empty cans:, oil drum
® container for waste articles can(ashtray):refuse in bottle case:- box for empty cans:- contained refuse:- cardboard box contained empty cans:-
oil drum:, plastic case contained refuse Iplastic pot contained refuse
the center of this residential unit of G.B.. As for blocks around the residential unit of G.B., the north and south
long distance axis is basic, but some east-west one are put together too because of the shape of neighborhood unit.
As for road network, T character crossings occur in gridiron road pattern in order to be put together south-north
long distance axis block and east-west one. As for housing type in blocks, the urban housing scapes are formated
by the parts of nagayas and the parts of detached houses. Buildings of the low-rise apartments or non-housing use
are mixed between them. As for lots, sOlne nagaya lots hold the yard, and some detached house lots hold short
depth front and back yard. And there is a little vacant lot. For like this state, net building coverage ratio and net
floor area ratio of this residential unit of G.B. are low value. Both the average dwelling floor area and dwelling
level are low level.
[11-8] : <Sakuragi>: Road network of this residential unit of G.B. is gridiron road network, and a road except
principal road passing at northern part is narrowness of width less than 3 meters. It is difficult to pass inside this
residential unit of G.B. by car. The southern part of the residential unit of G.B. is formated by south-north long
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distance axis blocks, and a northern part is formated by east-west one. Short side length of south-north one and
east-west one are about 25 meters. As for each block, townscape is formated by nagayas, detached houses and
low-rise apartments. There are some lots with narrow front or back yard. Both net building coverage ratio and net
floor area ratio are the limit levels on low-rise housing residential unit of G.B. in the gridiron road network.
[11-9] : <Nishidaimotsu>: This residential unit of G.B. is fonnated by the north and south long distance axis
block, but the north-south direction roads are extrelnely narrow width. Or rather it is similar to put the long and
narrow lanes through a large block from south to north. Some detached houses are inserted in the residential unit
of G.B. space, but it may be said that it is the townscape that nagayas groups are fundamentally touched their
fronts and backs and ranged from north to south. As for density index value, net building coverage ratio is 76 %,
net floor area ratio is 136 % and both are high level. On the other hand, average dwelling floor area is 49 ni per
dwelling unit, the dwelling level is 19 ni per person and it shows crowd state of low-rise small scale houses.
[111-10] : <Nishihonmachi>: As for this residential unit of G.B., two square blocks whose dimensions are
70m. X 60m. and 60m. X 60m. are arranged in the east-west alongside. And some half broken blocks surround
those. The width of the principal road is about 7 meters and the width of service roads are about 5 meters.
Detached houses, nagayas, low-rise apartments and non-residential use buildings are coexisted and arranged in the
blocks. Density index value is high density, and average dwelling floor area and dwelling level are located in high
level too, but the lots of cooperative car parking area and so on are able to be watching.
[III-II] : <KuisehoI1machi>: This residential unit of G.B. on the gridiron road network is formated by four
units of square block whose dimensions of the south-north side is 60 meters and east-west side is about 48 meters
and some half broken blocks surround those. In the residential unit of G.B., there are IDuch COlnmerce buildings
and houses combined with other use in order to locate in commerce district. In each block, there is the light and
shade of the formation ratios, but detached houses, nagayas, low-rise apartments, mid-rise buildings and non-
residential use buildings are coexisted. Building wall lines are arranged almost on the boundary line of road. Both
net building coverage ratio and floor area ratio are high level.
1.2 Method and Period of Observation and Record Survey
Observation and record survey is that preparing a survey manual for study purpose, that drawing and describing
the real state of things what appeared in the outdoors space such as building circumference, road or vacant lot in
every residential unit of G.B., using figures and explanations on the site plan (scale: 1/400) which have be
prepared beforehand and taking the photographs. We have collected the appearance of things around the building
in the range that we could distinguish the number and the state of things.
Preliminary survey was executed in anticipation, then a main survey was accomplished in 6th, 7th, 27th, 29th
and 31th (weekday) in August, 1992, total of five days. It was fine and cloudy temporarily or cloudy and fine
temporarily during the survey period, and average temperature was range of 28.6-....29.6 degree C. Supplement
survey was executed during that day. By this survey, we could observe and record one day section of the fine
weekday in the summer.
2. Things Appeared in Residential unit of G.B. : Appeared Things
2-1. Classification of Appeared Things
Table 2 Classification of Appeared Things is that the things put on each place in every residential unit of
G.B. has be classified and adjusted. Table 3 is that every concrete thing put on each place in eleven models of
residential units of G.B. has be classified by the result plotted on the site plans. It has be able to classify them as a
result of having divided the very several appeared things into similar groups, and could relate between the use of
things and the nature of the places where they were put away. It has be able to classify two systems of upper class
and three systems of middle class and each of middle class have be gathered by lower class as have shown in
Table 2.
It is Table 3 Quantity of Each Classification of Appeared Things Put on Every Space Element that each
space element has be taken on a vertical line (cf. Fig. 3) every residential unit of G.B. of eleven examples and the
result of classification of appeared things has be taken on a cross axle (cf. Table 2), in order to know relations
between the classifications of things and the places where the things were put on. The quantity of appeared things
have be caught by the number, the state of accumulation and true quantity of area that they occupied. In order to
analyze and compare each residential unit of G.B. and investigate the planning index values, the number and the
occupied area have be totaled by the value per 1 hectare of survey site area and are listed.
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* I contain vacant lot and place for building materials *2 contain shopping street
*3 watching area : open front yard. lane~ path. public open space. vacant lot. place for building tnaterials. cooperative car parking and road
T bl 3 Q t'ty fE h CI 'f at'o of Appeared Things put on Every Space Elementa e uan I 0 ac aSSI IC I n Untt : (e )num r • (n~j t)m a
A : Facilities B : Things attendant on urban activities Total
attached to B-1. Things attendant on outdoor activities B-2. B-3.
urban B-I-i) B-I-ii) B-I-iii) B-I-iv) Things Waste articles
acth'ities Car Moving or Things Equipments appeared attendant on
carrying attendant on attached to indoors and urban
vehicle recreation building outdoors activities
activities
[ I -1] : <Oshima> 132 (25.1) 2..J (I.t5.3) 237 (265.1) 3968 (2..J.t.7) 71 (50.1) 176 (36A) 5.t (1.t.8) ..J663 (78IA)
Private & public openspace 3 (3A) l.t (83.0) 85 (92.1) 583 (88.5) 37 (3..J.5) 95 (22.3) 27 (7A) 8.t.t (331.1)
Lane & path - - - - 31 (32.8) - - - - 7 (0.5) l.t (3.7) 51 (37.0)
Cooperative car parking etc.*1 - - - - - - - - 3 (0.7) - - - - 3 (0.7)
Principal road*2 - - 3 (20.8) 10 (l2A) 5.t (1.7) - - - - - - 68 (3..J.9)
Service road I . n.m 129 (21.7) 7 (.t1.5) 112 (127.8) 3331 (15..J.6) 31 (15.0) 75 (13.6) l.t (3.7) 3697 (377.8)
[ I -21 : <Higashidaimotsu> 83 (30.0) .t6 (282.6) 328 (362.2) 29..J3 (178.7) 79 (32.2) 3.t2 (5..J.7) 115 (.t5.0) 3936 (985A)
Private & public openspace 16 (I.t.2) 16 (98.9) 28 (30.8) 531 (80.5) 32 (16.7) 76 (6A) .t2 (10.0) 7.tl (257.5)
Lane & path - - - - 39 (.t5.2) 3.t6 (12.8) 9 (5.2) 2 (1.2) 9 (2.5) .t07 (66.8)
Cooperative car parking etc. * I - - 2 (1..J.1) l.t (14.9) 1..J (6.7) 5 (0.9) 187 (.t.3) 7 (1.9) 229 (..J2.9)
Principal road 30 (9.3) I..J (8.t.8) .t9 (52.1) 310 (11.5) 1.t (5.2) 51 (32.0) 21 (..J.9) ..J87 (199.7)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 37 (6.5) 1.1 (8.t.8) 199 (219.3) 17..J2 (67.1) 18 (..J.3) 25 (10.8) 37 (25.7) 2072 (..J18.5)
[II -31 : <Oshonishi> 70 (8.7) 39 (250.8) 125 (136.8) 1557 (227.8) 173 (27.9) 93 (21.3) 2.t (5.7) 2081 (679.1)
Private & public openspace 5 (2.3) II (65.0) 58 (62.6) .t22 (I.t3A) 73 (13.9) 61 (I.t.3) 9 (2.1 ) 638 (303.7)
Lane & path 12 (2.2) 6 (37.2) 33 (37.2) 538 (29.1 ) 5 (0.8) 12 (1.3) II (2.3) 617 (110.1)
Cooperative car parking etc. * I - - 20 (130.1) 5 (..J.9) 109 (6.8) 9 ( 1.5) - - - - 1..J3 (1.13.3)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 53 (4.3) 3 (18.6) 29 (32.1) ..J87 (..J8A) 87 (11.7) 20 (5.7) 5 ( 1.2) 683 (122.0)
[ II -..J] : <Daimotsu> 68 (12.0) 79 (.t8..J.8) 12..J (137.0) 1695 (195.1) 78 (29.1 ) 686 (70.6) 76 (21.9) 2806 (950.5)
Private & public openspace 6 (7.1) 11 (67.9) 65 (72.0) ..J3.t (77.1) 51 (20.5) 3..J4 (35.5) 32 (7.2) 9.13 (287.3)
Lane & path - - 3 (l9A) 21 (22.8) 138 (5.3) 3 (0.2) 6 (1.2) 13 (3A) 18..J (52.3)
Cooperative car parking etc.*1 - - 52 (320.0) 3 (.t.I) 3 (15.3) 3 (1.9) - - - - 62 (3.t1.3)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 62 (..J.9) 13 (77.6) 35 (38.1) 1119 (97A) 21 (6.5) 336 (33.9) 32 (IIA) 1617 (269.7)
[II -5] : <Kitatakeya> 65 (10.9) 38 (237.6) 129 (I.t6.2) 2733 (310.2) 68 (26.2) 98 (38.2) 7.t (15.3) 3206 (784.5)
Private & public openspace 2 (OA) 6 (35.0) ..J..J (.t6.5) ..J17 (87.6) 27 (13.8) ..J6 (8.2) 9 (2.2) 551 (193.7)
Lane & path 3 (0.3) 3 (21.0) 33 (39.6) 1113 (105.5) 21 (4.2) 21 (1.2) 1.t (0.0) 1208 (171.9)
Cooperative car parking etc. *1 - - 24 (153.6) - - 2 (52.0) - - 2 (17.1 ) - - 29 (222.7)
Principal road*2 16 (..J.O) 2 (1..J.O) 15 (16.0) 331 (12.1) 2 (1.1) 13 (5.2) 1.t (3.0) 393 (55.3)
Sen-ice road I . IT .m .t.t (6.2) 2 (1.t.O) 38 (..J..J.O) 870 (52.9) 17 (7.2) 17 (6.5) 38 (10.1) 1026 (1.t1.0)
[ II -6] : <Sutokuin> 116 (87A) ..J2 (255.2) 1.t2 (155.5) 355.t (256.9) 123 (..J.t.8) 125 (21.1) 108 (26.9) ..J209 (8~7.9)
Private & public openspace 5 (1.9) 17 (102.1) 31 (32.5) 821 (106.8) 27 (8.3) .t8 (7.3) 25 (6.6) 973 (265.6)
Lane & path 5 (0.3) - - 32 (3.t.9) 517 (37.1) 15 (4.6) 1..J (2.7) 15 (3.9) 598 (83.5)
Cooperative car parking etc. *1 - - 11 (68.1 ) - - 121 (..J.3) 1 (0.3) 3 (0.5) - - 135 (73.1)
Principal road*2 .t9 (75.7) 5 (28A) 6 (6.0) 25.t (8.9) 14 (8.3) 9 (1.6) 9 (2.5) 3.t6 (131.3)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 57 (9.6) 9 (56.7) 73 (82.1) 18..JO (99.9) 67 (23.3) 51 (9.0) 58 (13.8) 2156 (29..J.3)
[II -7] : <Doi> 76 (7.7) 76 (..J67.9) 135 (153.9) 370 I (242.8) 153 (52.3) 76 (2.t.7) 106 (27.5) ..J32.t (976.8)
Private & public openspace 2 (1.5) 7 (39.8) .t9 (5.t.5) 1025 (123.7) 57 (19.8) 33 (12.0) 5.t ( 1.t.5) 1225 (265.8)
Lane & path 5 (0.5) - - 18 (21.3) 373 (25.2) 16 (3.8) 23 (.t.l) 16 (..JA) ..J51 (59.3)
Cooperative car parking etc.* I - - 60 (368.3) 3 (.t.2) 36 (12.1) 7 (10.5) - - 10 (2.7) 116 (397.8)
Principal road*2 8 (1.3) 5 (29.9) 3 (.t.2) 129 (.tA) 13 (..J.O) 2 (6.5) 3 (0.6) 163 (50.9)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 62 (.t.5) 5 (29.9) 62 (69.7) 2138 (77.3) 60 (1..J.l) 20 (2.1) 23 (5A) 2369 (203.0)
[ II -81 : <Sakura~i> 100 (20.3) ..J8 (290.7) 292 (315A) 3506 (212.7) 66 (22.1) 208 (16.6) 1.t3 (14.8) ..J361 (892.7)
Private & public openspace 2 (3A) 2 (13.9) 52 (55.9) 935 (101.9) 45 (1..J.7) 75 (3.8) 3.t (9.3) lI.t5 (202.9)
Lane & path - - - - - - 9 (0.3) - - - - - - 9 (0.3)
Cooperative car parking etc.*1 - - 36 (221.5) - - - - - - - - - - 36 (221.5)
Principal road*2 38 (.t.6) 2 (13.9) 25 (27.7) 315 (11.7) 2 ( 1.3) 2 (2.3) 20 (5.6) ..J05 (67.0)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 59 (12.3) 7 (.t1.5) 215 (231.8) 22..J7 (98.7) 18 (6.1) 131 (10.5) 88 (0.0) 2766 (.tOO. 9)
[II -9] : <Nishidaimotsu> 75 (8.0) 56 (3..J5A) 367 (.t06.5) 3830 (208.1) 207 (99.6) 376 (78.3) 210 (56.0) 5123 (1202.0)
Private & public openspace - - 13 (76.8) 85 (90.9) 656 (52.3) 53 (51.2) 138 (23.2) 60 (16.6) 100.t (310_9)
Lane & path 13 (1.2) - - 60 (66.7) 270 (9.3) 3 ( 1.0) 3 (0.8) 22 (6.0) 370 (85.0)
Cooperative car parking etc. *1 - - 31 (191.9) 6 (6.7) 3 (2.9) - - - - - - ..Jl (201.5)
Principal road*2 13 (1.2) 3 (19.2) 16 (18.2) 85 (2.9) 13 (4.6) 28 (24.7) 3 (0.8) 160 (71.6)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 50 (5.6) 9 (57.6) 201 (22.t.0) 2817 (1.tO.7) 138 (.t2.8) 207 (29.6) 125 (32.6) 35.t8 (532.9)
[ill-IO] : <Nishihonmachi> 134 (16.3) 21 (130A) 156 (171.7) 2701 (276.2) 136 (60.8) 117 (2IA) 9.t (20.9) 3360 (697.8)
Private & public openspace - - - - 17 (20.1) 631 (150.8) 68 (24.6) ..JI (13.9) 43 (9.2) 800 (218.6)
Lane & path 13 (1.1) 2 (13.0) .t5 (48.1) 367 (52A) 17 (..J.3) 9 (1A) 13 (2.7) .t65 (122.9)
Cooperative car parking etc. *1 - - II (65.2) 2 (2.3) 13.t (5.1) 2 (3.5) - - - - 1.t9 (76.0)
Principal road*2 13 (1.5) .t (26.1) 30 (33.0) ..J.tl (16.5) ..J (1.7) - - - - ..J93 (78.8)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 109 (13.7) ..J (26.1) 62 (68.2) 1128 (5IA) .t5 (26.8) 68 (6.2) 38 (9.1) 1..J5..J (201.5)
[ill -11] : <Kuisehonmachi> 108 (16.9) 32 (201.8) 231 (251.0) 2635 (139.1) 118 (4.t.l) 582 (79A) 113 (30.3) 3818 (762.5)
Private & public openspace 5 (2.1) 3 (20.9) 60 (63.8) 529 (58A) 46 (17.5) 143 (19.8) 29 (7.7) 816 (190.1)
Lane & path - - - - 2 (0.0) 2 (1.8) - - - - - - 3 (1.8)
Cooperative car parking etc. * I - - 5 (31.3) - - - - - - - - - - 5 (31.3)
Principal road*2 41 (7.1) 3 (20.9) 53 (58.7) 746 (27.6) 2.t (12.0) 67 (.t2.9) 17 (.t.7) 951 (173.8)
Sen'ice road I . n.m 61 (7.8) 20 (128.6) 116 (128.5) 1358 (51.3 ) .t8 (1.t.6) 372 (16.7) 67 (17.9) 2042 (365.5)
i ~ Unit: (nf/ha) Occupied area by things per Iha watching area. .
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Fig.5 Distribution Map of Place Where Appeared Things are Put
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2-2. Quantity of Appeared Things
We understand an aspect what things habitants put on close living place like a residential unit of G.B., when we
examine the total quantity of each residential unit of G.B. and the breakdowns of each classification in Table 3.
( i) When we compare the quantities of total appeared things in every residential unit of G.B., we understand
many things appear in every residential unit of G.B. and there are differences of the quantity. The maximuln
number of appeared things is 5123 things per hectare and the Ininimum is 2081 things per hectare, and their
maximum occupation area is 1202 ni per hectare and the minilTIum is 679 ni per hectare.
It can think that those differences are changed by the situations of space formation of the residential units of
G.B.. There are two cases shown conspicuously. In the place where there are Inany large-scale houses and lots in
the residential unit of G.B. and the public passage space like a road is small and narrow, there is very small
quantity of appeared things. The other hand, in some residential units of G.B. where small scale housings with
little front or back yard are gathered (the building coverage ratio is high) and is formated by narrow road or lane
and there are few traffics in the road network, there is very large quantity of appeared things remarkably.
( ii) Even if there are differences of quantities of appeared things between each residential unit of G.B., when
examines a breakdown of total quantity, the appeared things of all classifications appear. In them, as for the
occupation of the space, three items of [B-I-iii) : things attendant on recreation activities], [B-I-i) : car] and [B-I-
ii) : moving or carrying vehicles] are great quantities. As for both the appearance number and the occupation area,
[B-I-iii)] are large quantity on each residential unit of G.B.. As for the occupation area, [B-I-i)] and [ B-I-ii)] are
large.
3. Relations Between Each Place and Appeared Things
First, we trace the places where the appeared things described at foregoing paragraph are put by using the total
quantity of each space element on a vertical line of Table 3.
It is "service road" (cf. Note 2, Fig. 2 and Fig. 5) where a quantity of appearance at every place summarized in
high rank classification of space elements in residential unit of G.B. is put most abundantly, and "private & public
openspace" (cf. Fig. 3) continues in next. In the third, "lane & path" continues. In this case, a quantity of appeared
things greatly varies with the quantity of existence of "lane & path" in a residential unit of G.B.. By a residential
unit of G.B., other appeared things is put in "cooperative car parking etc." in addition to cars furthermore, too.
And the states that appeared things are put on principal road are changed by the throughtraffic volume, presence
of accesses to lots and differences of building use on lots.
Next, we trace the interrelationships between each place of residential unit of G.B. and each classification of
appeared things, in order to make clear the characters of space elements of the residential units of G.B. and to
know foundations of handling in planning.
Table 3 is a cross tabulation that each space element of a residential unit of G.B. is taken on the vertical line,
each classification of appeared things is taken on a cross axle and each residential unit of G.B. is totaled. On the
other hand Fig.5 Distribution Map of Place Where Appeared Things are Put is a distribution map of [B-1 :
things accompanied by outdoor activities] that is one of the distribution maps plotting the appeared things on the
maps by every upper or medium classification [A], [B-1], [B-2] and [B-3] (cf. Table2). As for the distribution
maps of other upper or medium classifications, they are omitted a publication. As the result of the cross tabulation
and the production of the distribution maps, we make clear 3-1. general tendency through whole and, in next,
describe 3-2. characteristics of each residential unit of G.B•.
3-1. General Tendency through Whole
( i) [A-i)--iii)] on Table 3 are distributed at the suitable point in each residential unit of G.B. and [A-iv)] are
located appropriately. [A-v)] occupy the important point because built-up area is accompanied with cultural
successions.
( ii) [B-1: things attendant on outdoor activities], [B-2 : things appeared indoors and outdoors] and [B-3: waste
articles attendant on urban activities] appear with arbitrariness, but it is easy to affect the fonnations of the space
of the residential unit ofG.B..
As for [B-1 : things attendant on outdoor activities], there are differences of the size, form and use between
each lower classification, and there are big differences of the way of being put.
[B-I-i) : car] are put away in the cooperative car parking area usually «Oshonishi> <Daimotsu> <Kitatakeya>
<Doi> <Sakuragi> <Nishidaimotsu> <Nishihonmachi». It is a characteristic of urban built-up area. They are put
away in each lot at <Oshima>. As for <Higashidaimotsu> and <Kuisehonmachi>, though some lots hold car
parking space in themselves, a part of cars are put away in the cooperative car parking area, and around the
business buildings there are some on-street car parking. As for <Sutokuin>, there are some in-lot car parking and
a little cooperative car parking area, and it is a characteristic of a high-density, low-rise and small housing
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residential unit of G.B.. On-street car parking appears on the wide road usually.
[B-I-ii) .: moving or carrying vehicles] and [B-I-iii) : things attendant on recreation activities] tend to be put on
the whole area of residential unit of G.B. dispersedly. But when we examine the states of the distribution, as for
the quantities of accumulation, there are light and shade on the maps and there are large quantities of
accumulation on the narrow roads, the lanes and public and private openspaces. And on the lanes and the narrow
roads where nagayas and low-rise apartments are built in line, the accumulations of the appeared things spread
horizontally.
As for [B-I-iv) : equipments attached to building], there are small distributions generally. They are put in front
of shops and dwelling houses combined with other use along the principal road, and the vending machines and so
on are conspicuous. And in the case of small detached houses or nagayas, they appear on the lane.
[B-2 : things appeared indoors and outdoors] and [B-3 : waste articles attendant on urban activities] are put on
the whole area of residential unit of G.B. dispersedly, and there are less things of these classifications in front of
shops and dwelling house combined with other use along the principal road than the townscape of exclusively
residential dwellings. However there are various things attendant on business activities around the lots of business
buildings as the factories, warehouses and so on. Even if in front of the townscape of exclusively residential
dwellings or lot of shop, dwelling house combined with other use or factory, the appeared things are occurred by
the activities of each building-use. Therefore [B-3] appear at outdoor spaces of each residential building and
distribute the whole area of each residential unit of G.B. dispersedly. [B-2] are conspicuous around the building on
small scale lots.
3-2. Characteristics of Each Residential unit of G.B.
[I-I] : <Oshima>: The total amount of appeared things is the second place among eleven examples of
residential unit of G.B.. [B-I-ii) : moving or carrying vehicles] and [B-I-iii) : things attendant on recreation
activities] are put on narrow spaces between the wall of building and frontal road, and especially the accumulation
of appeared things invade the road in front of nagayas and the detached houses with no front space. Each dwelling
is detached house having small car parking space in itself, and this part is utilized in an arrangement of several
things.
[1-2] : <Higashidaimotsu>: Much appeared things actualize in the whole area of this residential unit of G.B..
Appearances mainly of [B-I-ii)] and [B-I-iii)] are watched on the lanes and the small front space of buildings.
And, around the lots of building for business, on-street car parking are watched.
[11-3] : <Oshonishi>: The total amount of appeared things in this residential unit of G.B. is the least quantity
in II examples because of a condition of road network with narrow width. The appeared things are accumulate
around nagayas and low-rise apartments. In particular [B-I-ii)] and [B-I- iii)] are actualized. Where some lots of
middle and large-scale detached house are gathered up, the road width is narrow and there are a little appeared
things. The place that cars are put is cooperative car parking area mainly.
[11-4] : <Daimotsu>: Appeared things are put on road and small front yard, but the state is different between
the circumferences of residential building and circumferences of business buildings. In the former, much [B-I-ii)]
and [B-I-iii)] appear, and in the latter, much [B-2 things appeared outdoors and indoors] and [B-3 waste articles
attendant on urban activities] appear. Cooperative car parking areas are secured, because building-use and traffic
volume are reflected.
[11-5] : <Kitatakeya>: Judging from this residential unit of G.B. scale, the quantity of appeared things, that
are put on the road, tend to include. This tendency depends on that there is a yard in front of detached house, but
depends on that road width is large and there is the throughtraffic, too. Appeared things concentrates on lane, and
they are easy to be actualized in circumference of nagaya or small detached house lots.
[11-6] : <Sutokuin>: Over the whole area of this residential unit of G.B., appeared things of every
classification is put abundantly. It is a typical phenomenon where small detached houses and nagayas crowd
without back yard along the narrow road network. Appeared things except car decrease on the road where lot hold
car parking space in itself. Streets become the scene where parked cars continue, instead. On the lane, density of
appeared things rise especially.
[11-7] : <Doi>: Detached houses, nagayas and low-rise apartments are coexisted in this residential unit of
G.B.. It is a state that some nagayas hold front and back yard too, and entrances of nagayas face a lane directly
where there is little backyard. [B-I-iii)], [B-I-iv)], [B-2] and [B-3] are put away front yards. [B-I-ii)] are put on
road or on the boundary between lot and road.
[11-8] : <Sakuragi>: The total amount of quantity of appeared things is the third place among I Iexamples of
residential units of G.B.. Even if it is a residential unit of G.B. locate at a city center, appeared things accumulate
abundantly on the narrow road. It is a state that there are little back yard on the part of rear lot line and are little
front yard too, and it is a model example of residential unit of G.B. with ringing detached houses, nagayas and
low-rise apartments. On the blocks that faced wide road with the throughtraffic, the quantity of appeared things
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decrease.
[11-9] : <Nishidaimotsu>: The total amount of quantity of appeared things is the first place among
Ilexamples of residential units of G.B.. This residential unit of G.B. is divided by the narrow road that are
regarded as a lane, and it is a state that depth of blocks are very short. The nagayas without backyard are built in
line there. Much appeared things except car are put on the whole area of road network with narrow width. On the
road with throughtraffic, appeared things decrease. On-street car parking are appeared here. Cooperative car
parking area at pilotis is appeared as a last resort in the residential unit of G.B..
[111-10] : <Nishihonlnachi>: The forln of blocks is a square and large size, but lanes are inserted into each
block. Detached houses, nagayas and non-residential use buildings are built in this block. Appeared things are put
on lanes, front yards and front road of houses in the range that don't stop car traffic. As for things put on, [B-I-ii)]
and [B-I-iii) : things attendant on recreation activities] are the Inainstream and [B-I-iv) : equipments attached to
building], [B-2: things appeared outdoors and indoors] and [B-3: waste articles attendant on urban activities] are
added. In the lot which there is business building, there are much [B-2] and [B-3].
[III-II] : <Kuisehonmachi>: The block division is a result that is divided in a square greatly by minor street.
[B-I- ii)], [B-I-iii)] and [B-I-iv)] are appeared abundantly in front of exclusively residential dwellings and
dwelling houses cOlnbined with other use. [B-2] and [B-3] are added to these. Around the commerce buildings as
restaurant and entertainment, appeared things decrease.
4. Conclusion -About Planning and Design Methods-
The scale of each residential unit of G.B. that is a object of this study is usually a designing unit or a
construction unit of a housing group, and the total space for living and life corresponding to this unit is
neighborhood, family and personal city life in the inside. We have investigated the quantity and the state of the
appeared things which habitants put in outdoor space with living activities as index, and have inspected the
relations between them and the condition of residential unit of G.B. spaces.
( i) Habitants let "things" of broad classifications that are occurred with their city lives appear, and arrange them.
Fundamental type of residential space of residential unit of G.B. in built-up area is mainly low-rise housing group
with the gridiron road network (as for block sub-divisions, the states of various arrangement planning are shown).
As for life in this formation of residential space, "appeared things" has inevitability in city life.
( ii) Though there is far and near of distance as for the arrangement of the appeared things which the
arbitrariness of habitant such as things attendant on recreation activities or a waste causes, we can regard
"appeared things" as having close relation to living activities that occurs around dwelling units and lots.
On this study, the state of the arrangement of appeared things is changed by the physical condition and space
formation of the group that is evaluated by housing type of the residential unit of G.B., density index value of
building coverage ratio and so on corresponding to this, the state of the road network which surround the blocks
(the state of road system, road width and so on, and the existence and how to insert of lane), how to formate of
block space (the scale of block area, the form and scale dimension), the condition of arrangement of the lane (the
length, the existence and the state of housing's main access facing the lane), the scale of each dwelling and the
state around the dwelling unit (existence and kind of yard and how to make it).
( iii) It is suitable to regard spaces of following five kinds as fundamental elements when treat a result of
arrangement state of appeared things in planning and layout design. They are CDrecreation space(the space where
things attendant on recreation activities as potted plant and so on are put and be able to use), (2)multiplex working
space(include bicycle parking comer), @store space, @car parking space, @town facility space(town's small
facility, utility of electric and gas, bulletin board and space of each facility and equipment). About result of the
survey, it is 1.7 nf per dwelling unit and 10.9 things per dwelling unit when calculate subtotal index value of three
elements of CD, (2) and @ in the present situation. As for @car parking space, in low-rise housing group of
built-up area, it is appropriate to make them cooperative car parking area, and as for @town facility space, it is
appropriate to make planning ofjoint handling in residential unit of G.B. beforehand.
When actually design these, proposing every kind of design method that correspond to planning condition and
consideration to the use are expected.
( iv) The appeared things which habitant arranged in the residential unit of G.B. space can be regarded as
demands from city life to residential space. We proposed to insist on the next main point from the results of above
paragraph ( ii ) and ( iii) when think about the formation of residential space for design unit in the future from a
planning side. When we evaluated present situation, it is proper to think that the residential space formation for
tomorrow can't achieve by improvement, rebuilding and renewal only in an individual lot. As for the residential
space formation for tomorrow, in particular it isn't a settlement of problems that individual house lot uses official
building coverage ratio and floor area ratio to each limit. In the present residential unit of G.B., housing type such
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as detached house, nagaya, low-rise apartment and so on are accumulated, and, as for them, renewal such as
improvement or rebuilding continues. Road network is the stocks that a relation with the lots around the
residential unit of G.B. must be considered. The formation of urban residential space in the future is made
possible only after that take up residential unit of G.B. and each block as one body and make the basic planning
that has the program which could realize on each stage as a condition that is the reality of built-up area.
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Notes
Notel: We explain how to read of each residential unit of G.B. type with each type sign of residential unit of
G.B.. ROlnan numeric I, II and III represent the state of housing gather in planning operation units. And
Arabic nUlneric of 1~ 11, that are serial numbers, are the numbers to distinguish between each residential
unit of G.B..
Abbreviated designation sign EW, NS, SQ, IR show the types of road network and prescribe the shape of
block. It is EW that street pattern forming east-west long distance axis block is basic, and south-north long
distance axis block may be made to grapple together. It is NS that street pattern forming south-north long
distance axis block is basic, and east-west long distance axis block may be made to grapple together. SQ is
formated by the street pattern that blocks are square, and IR shows that it is a residential unit of G.B. formated
by the irregular street pattern. Sign h, m, I express crowd degree of buildings. Each sign is represented high-
density(net building coverage is more than 70 %), middle-density(net building coverage is more than 60 % and
less than 70 %) and low-density(net building coverage is less than 60 %). Notations in ( ), that follow crowd
degree of buildings, express the each state of housing type gather, and "(detached> nagaya)" represents that
nagayas are inserted in the street that detached houses are build in lines mainly. 3 types of low-rise shows that
3 types of "detached house", "nagaya" and "low-rise apartment" are coexisted, and 4 types of low and mid-
rise shows that mid-rise flats begin to be inserted into the gather of "3 types of low-rise".
Note2: Service road is the road dividing traffic flow from principal road to houses. We have classified them into
three ranks by width and relation with principal road.
Service road I : Distribution road from principal road.
Service road II : The service road which has accesses to each building.
Service road III : The service road which has accesses to each building, but pedestrians are given
priority over cars because of the narrow width of road or the installed car stop.
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